The Galactic O-Star Spectroscopic Survey (GOSSS) is obtaining high quality R ∼ 2500 blue-violet spectroscopy of all Galactic stars ever classified as of O type with B < 12 and a significant fraction of those with B = 12−14. As of June 2013, we have obtained, processed, and classified 2653 spectra of 1593 stars, including all of the sample with B < 8 and most of the sample with B = 8 − 10, making GOSSS already the largest collection of high quality O-star optical spectra ever assembled by a factor of 3. We discuss the fraction of false positives (stars classified as O in previous works that do not belong to that class) and the implications of the observed magnitude distribution for the spatial distribution of massive stars and dust within a few kpc of the Sun. We also present new spectrograms for some of the interesting objects in the sample and show applications of GOSSS data to the study of the intervening ISM. Finally, we present the new version of the Galactic O-Star Catalog (GOSC), which incorporates the data in GOSSS-DR1, and we discuss our plans for MGB, an interactive spectral classification tool for OB stars.
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GOSC and GOSSS: first whole-sky results and further updates
Figure 1: Three "new" bright O stars found by GOSSS.
• 2006: v2.0 of GOSC with many more stars ).
• 2007: GOSSS starts based on GOSC.
-R ∼ 2500, uniform quality blue-violet spectroscopy.
-Both hemispheres, complete to a given B magnitude.
-Revised spectral types for Galactic O stars.
• 2010: First letter on Ofc and Of?p stars ).
• 2011: First paper with bright northern stars, complete set of standards, and revised classification criteria , paper I).
• 2011: Survey description (Maíz Apellániz et al., 2011).
• 2012: Second letter on ONn stars .
• 2012: GOSSS data used for NGC 1624-2 (Wade et al., 2012) and HD 120 678 (Gamen et al., 2012) papers. 
What is new?
• A second paper with bright southern stars is about to be submitted (Sota et al. 2013b ).
• Spectral types and spectra for all the stars in the first two papers have been made public as Data Release 1 (GOSSS-DR1, Sota et al. 2013a in these proceedings).
• GOSC has been remodeled (v3.0) to include the above.
• First whole-sky results have been obtained.
• GOSSS is now being used to study the Diffuse Interstellar Bands (DIBs) in the intervening ISM .
• MGB, the accompanying spectral classification software , will be released with GOSSS-DR2. HD 124 3 GOSC v3.0
• Now based on GOSSS-DR1:
-449 stars with spectral types from GOSSS papers I and II.
-Alternate and previous spectral types as additional columns.
-Revised approximate B and J photometry (B ap , J ap ) for all stars. Most of the J ap values are taken from 2MASS with a few exceptions. The B ap values are either Tycho-2 or Johnson and are, in general, less uniform than the J ap ones.
All the values have been rounded up to one tenth of a magnitude in order not to overestimate their accuracy. In those cases where the WDS catalog (Mason et al., 2001 ) lists more than one visual component, the B ap and J ap photometry refers to the brightest component included in the spectrum (with the flux partition derived from the WDS ∆m). This photometry can be used to estimate the color excess E(B − J) knowing that (B − J) 0 ranges between −0.7 and −1.0 for O stars. E(B − J) has the advantage over E(B − V ) of exploiting a longer baseline in wavelength (thus being more accurate when using diverse sources) and is preferred over E(B − K) because K-band photometry may be affected by IR excesses. Also, E(B − J) ∼ A V for the most common extinction laws.
-Revised WDS (Mason et al., 2001 ) membership. Muzzio & McCarthy (1973) , Feinstein et al. (1980) , Garrison et al. (1977) , and Garmany et al. (1982) , respectively.
-Direct access to GOSSS spectra (FITS tables).
• Future:
-New GOSSS data releases: O, WR, and other early-type stars: ∼2500 objects planned by 2016.
-LMC+SMC extension.
-CHORIZOS-derived SEDs (Maíz Apellániz, 2004) using the new family of extinction laws of Maíz Apellániz (2013).
-Additional interface improvements.
• Visit http://gosc.iaa.es. 4 First whole-sky results of GOSSS
New spectral classifications
• They include all bright Galactic O stars (those with B ap ≤ 8.0) and dimmer objects.
• Some bright O stars are "new" in the sense that most or all of the previous classifications were of B type (see Figure 1 ). For example, I Cep AaAbB (HD 202 214 AaAbB), O9.5 IV, is likely a composite spectrum, since it has three visual bright components (unresolved in GOSSS-DR1). It has at least ten previous spectral classifications as B0 (including Morgan et al. 1953 and Lesh 1968 ) but we have found only one as O9 (Mannino & Humblet, 1955 ).
• HD 93 632 was classified as O5 III (f)var by Walborn (1973) but in Figure 2 it clearly has a luminosity class of I, based on He ii λ4686 strongly in emission. Recent OWN spectra show a weaker He ii λ4686, indicating unusual variability, possibly related to the presence of a magnetic field.
• CPD −47 2962 is one of many new members of the O Vz class discovered with GOSSS ( Figure 2 ). • ALS 15 204 is a serendipitous discovery: it was placed on the slit because another O star was observed nearby (Figure 2) . A weak redward component may indicate the presence of a dim spectroscopic B companion.
• HD 124 314 A and BaBb are separated by 2. 5 and both have O spectral types (Figure 3 ). Ba and Bb cannot be separated in GOSSS-DR1 as they are only 0. 21 apart. A is a likely SB system according to preliminary OWN results but is not seen as such here.
• HD 93 161 A and B are separated by 2 and both are O-type systems (Figure 3) . HD 93 161 A itself is an O+O spectroscopic binary.
Lies, damn lies, and statistics
We have observed 1593 stars, which in the literature appeared as:
• O: 1014.
• B or OB: 382.
• Other: 93.
• No previous classification: 104.
Of those 1593 stars, 799 turned out to be real O stars. The false positives (objects that went from O to non-O) were 252, yielding a false positive rate of 252/1014 = 24.9%. Examples are found in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 6 shows the dependence with B magnitude. The false positives were of spectral type:
• A: 4.
• B: 213.
• F: 14.
• G: 5.
• K: 7.
• LBV: 1.
• PN: 4.
• sd: 4.
The false negatives (objects that went from non-O to O) were 37, yielding a false negative rate of 37/579 = 6.4%. Those stars were previously classified as:
• B: 28.
• OB: 2.
• WR: 1.
• No previous classification: 6.
How many O stars are there in the solar neighborhood?
• Toy model to compare observations: -Constant surface density of O stars in the Galaxy.
-Disk with a 12 kpc radius.
-Sun at 8 kpc from the center.
-Constant extinction per unit distance (A V /kpc) and standard extinction law with R 5495 = 3.1.
-Kroupa IMF, Geneva non-rotating evolutionary tracks, and constant star formation rate.
• Data:
Maíz Apellániz et al. -GOSSS stars already observed and classified.
-Resolved O stars counted individually but SB2 O+O systems counted as a single object. -Prediction on the expected number from candidates and previous rates of false positives and false negatives.
• Results (Figure 7 ):
-B ap distribution is consistent with either low surface density + extinction per unit distance or high surface density + extinction per unit distance. -J ap distribution favors the large values of surface density and extinction per unit distance. -The effect of the Local Bubble and our interarm location creates a dearth of NIRbright (J ap < 5) stars. This effect is also seen in the spatial distribution derived from Hipparcos parallaxes (Maíz Apellániz, 2001; Maíz Apellániz et al., 2008 ). -30-40 O stars/kpc 2 corresponds to 14 000-18 000 O stars in the Milky Way if the toy model holds throughout the whole Galaxy. -A V per unit distance appears to be 0.6-0.8 mag/kpc but patchy extinction may be unseen in the data. -When all effects are considered (radial density gradient in the Galaxy, spectroscopic binaries, patchy extinction), the real number of O stars in the Galaxy may be larger by a factor of 2 or 3 (30 000-50 000). Ehrenfreund et al. (1995) prediction for coronene and ovalene cations. In the second case (the region adjacent to Hβ) we detect that the broad DIB has two components, shown with dotted blue and green lines, respectively. The large error bars around 4860Å are caused by the subtraction of Hβ.
• We will recalculate this with a more sophisticated model at the end of the project.
Diffuse Interstellar Bands with GOSSS
• Why use long-slit intermediate resolution spectroscopy to study DIBs (as opposed tó echelle spectroscopy)?
• Advantages:
-Broad DIBs more clearly seen than inéchelle data.
-Deeper magnitudes reached when all things equal.
-Can do two (or even three) stars at a time.
• Disadvantages:
-Worse spectral resolution (e.g. no kinematics or structure in narrow DIBs).
-Harder to detect weak narrow DIBs.
-Smaller spectral coverage in a single setting. • See Figure 8 and Maíz Apellániz et al. (2013) for some results.
MGB
• Interactive spectral classification tool for OB stars .
• Uses GOSSS library of standard stars at R ∼ 2500.
• Includes fitting of SB2 systems (see Figure 9 for an example) and rotation index n.
• Modular: other libraries can be used (e.g. R ∼ 4000).
• It will be included in GOSSS-DR2.
